All just twelve and thirteen, !
very few people did we know!
just tiny little seventh graders, !
When we all met Liv Rotondo.!

This is what Liv would want,!
and this mindset will take time. !
We will get through this together, !
this family is strong and one of a kind.!

It did not take long to realize, !
what great friends we would be.!
Nobody could have guess though, !
We would become such a loving family.!

As each day passes we will learn to cope, !
and we know she’ll be watching us every day.!
Carefully guiding us to happiness, !
forcing us to have a party on the 17th of May.!

!
!

A loving laughing LIV, !
everybody’s best friend,!
was there ever a happier person?!
no one could contend.!

!

A heart so big and full !
of care, kindness, and joy!
so full of life, !
and so fun to annoy.!

!

So smart and so beautiful, !
so energetic and so sweet, !
a Mountie and a Wildcat, !
there was nobody that she would mistreat.!

!

Liv has left us too soon, !
she is now throwing her parties in the sky, !
while we are left down here!
just wondering why.!

!

A gorgeous promising sunflower, !
sure to grow grow and grow.!
Take from those she loved!
it was far too early for her to go.!

!

As she leaves this party first, !
(which she has never done), !
She takes with her a piece of all of us!
pieces of our hearts taken up to the sun.!

!

She would not want us down, !
she would not want us to be sad.!
She would like us to be strong, !
to come together and be glad.!

!

In her twenty years she left us with so much, !
stories, jokes, laughs, and pleasure!
no one will forget!
every memory we will treasure.!

!
!

We will stay strong and keep our chins up, !
our best effort we will give, !
Loving each day like she did, !
we will live for Liv.!

